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nineteen ninety two
LETTER FROM THE DEAN

To the Class of 1992:

Since you entered New York Law School, we have moved dramatically forward toward our goal of becoming the premier urban law school in the country. I am certain that you share with me a sense of tremendous pride in what has been accomplished. For each of you, at the brink of a new career, there is still much to accomplish - as there is for the Law School. I look forward to your return to your legal alma mater, so that we may continue to share, with that same great pride, the School’s achievements.

I feel honored to have been your Dean. On behalf of the entire NYLS community, I wish you great success in all your endeavors.

Sincerely,

James F. Simon
Dean
All the News...
AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION

ASIAN — AMERICAN LAW STUDENTS ASSOCIATION

CRIMINAL LAW SOCIETY

HELLENIC LAW STUDENTS ASSOCIATION
CHEERS!
MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT

As the 1991-92 President of the Student Bar Association, I have dedicated much time and effort to representing the interests of the student body with the goal of promoting our education at New York Law School and ultimate entry into the legal profession. Often asked why I made the time to do so, I use this opportunity to respond: to foster, for all reapers, the most fertile ground possible.

As we celebrate our graduation from New York Law School, I would like to thank my fellow classmates for providing me with the opportunity to work toward the betterment of our educational experience; and only hope that everyone can look back at the past three years, with all of its tense moments, challenges and “memorable evenings” at Stan’s with feelings of satisfaction and confidence to confront and successfully conquer the new life experiences awaiting us all.

Considerate la vostra semenza:
Fatti non foste a vivere come bruti,
Ma per seguire virtute e conoscenza.

(Know well the seed that gave you birth:
For you were not made to live your lives as brutes,
But to be followers of truth and knowledge.)

Yours sincerely,
Elizabeth Colontonio (Below, Left)
Tracey Agoado

Anthony Agrippina

Susan Ajalat

Roberta Barbieri

Kathleen Barnett

Toni Ann Barone

Athanasia Apostolakos

Benjamin Appelbaum

Adam Ashe

Michael Barrett

Karen Ast

Adrienne Bagnato

Elaine Banar

Mitchell Beinhaker

Stephen Benham

Mama Bernstein
Henry Bunis
Neil Butterklee
Andrea Buzasi
Marc C. Capone
Raysa Castillo-Deth
Leonard J. Catanzaro
Michele Cacioppo
Joy Campanelli
Mark Cannon
Robert Cecere
Dena Cimakosky
Caterina Civera-Tomaselli
Linda Capitti
Susan Civic
Christine Clark
James Clune
GRADUATES

Pamela Coleman
Kimberley Collins
Lisa Courtney
Robert Cutrona
Jack Dalgleish
Maria Colonna
Elizabeth Colontonio
Bruce David
Anne Dickler
Sean Dillon

Rhonda Cooper
Marie G. Costello
Daniel B. Dobkin
Deborah Dorfman
Elizabeth Dowell
GRADUATES

Elissa Glenn
Tara Goff
William S. Greenberg
Angelo A. Guglielmo
Thomas Hall
Michael Goldfarb
Beth Goldklang
Steven Harber
Otto Haselhoff
Eric Hatzimemos
Emily Granrud
Leon Greenberg
Mark D. Hauser
Janeen Heaney
Tim Herzog
GRADUATES

Vivienne Hewitt

Brian Hickey

Lisa Hinse

Michael Johnson

Marie-Ann Iacobellis

Elise Imberman

Marc Isaacs

Laura Kalick

Donna Kantrowitz

Susan Karp

Yi-Wei Jiang

Henry Khoury

Young Ju Kim

Sara Kinsey
GRADUATES

Richard Klass
Thomas R. Kleinberger
Steve Klepper
Mary Labate
Elise Lai
Susan Langer
Mitchell Koval
Brian Krantz
David Kritzer
Laura Large-Geller
Arlene Kuljis
Arlene Kujjis
Lori Kweit
Adrian Lauriello
Kerri N. Lechtrecker
Johnny Lee
GRADUATES

Yuichi Lee
Laura Lestrade
Marci Levy
Elizabeth Lopez
Joe Loscalzo
Scott Loventhal

Steven Lewbel

Dorothea Lockhart
Larry Lonergan
Richard Lunenfeld
Meryl Lutsky
John G. Lynch
GRADUATES

Robert Macedonio  Ian MacLean  Brenna Mahoney  Valerie Meakin  Eileen Meehan  Allan Meltzer

Maria Marchiano  Steven Mark  Stephanie McCavitt  Eric Mendelson  Kirsten Merone  Sonia Metelus

Peter McMahon  Eileen McNerney  Howard Meyers
GRADUATES

Stacey Wilkes

Melissa Stillman Winick

Scott Wofsy

Vicki Woody

Eric Zohn

Steven Zorowitz

Kristin Altieri
Mary Amodeo
Gina Armstrong
Simon Arrata
Catherine Bardey
James Blank
Dixie Blood
David Bonomo
Edward Brandwein
James Brennan
Thomas Breslin Jr.
John Breslo
Robert Bronstein
Gerald Bruckner
Glenn Bruno
Alison Buchanan
Adrienne Cacavio
Robert Calandra
Denise Campbell
Patricia Cauldwell
Ellen Cavolina
Melanie Chang
Lorraine Cohen
Patricia Craven
Peter Cresci
Jeff Damico
James De Silva
Gerald Della-Torre
Desiree Dhir
Mark Dwyer
Jayni Edelstein
Patricia Fersch
Heide Filterstein
Rhett Frimet
Dale Garron
Michela Gentreau
Ilda Glick
Michael Glynn
Jane Goetz
John Grill
Gayle Hyman
Ben Indek
Aimee Kass
Natalia Kehlet
Jon King
Carolyn Kleppe
Peter Kuwajski Jr.
Charles Lachaussee
Carol Lackner

Susanne Lavelle
Thomas Left
Robert Leonard
Gary Loffredo
Richard Madden
Elizabeth Mafale
Robert Mangeruga
Sara Martin
Edward McGowan
Kevin McAllister
Joseph McGill
Cyril Means III
Elia Mendolia
Roberta Mewshaw
Diane Miller
Eugenie Moody
James Nolan
Sean O'Toole
Scott Odierno
David Parks
Caroline Pfeebles
Michael Pettinati
Ivonne Prieto
Christina Rallo
Adam Reisman
Stuart Roberts
Lisa Ruiz
Elias Sakkalis
Thomas Sanford
John Saraceno
Philip Seelig
Lezter Seidman
Kim Solar
James Somozza
Joseph Spejenkowski
Brenda Stafford
Jon Stanberg
Joel Steinmetz
Frank Tobias
Andrew Toscano
Thomas Tronolone
Robert Ungaro
Carla Varriale
Irene Vassiliki
John Vodopija
Patrick Whitting
Neil Wilson
Alan Wolf
Audrey Wyman
PARTY ON...
Congratulations to Irene Ribbot. You have studied long and hard and now you are about to go out and reap your reward. As you go out into the world you are going with our love, admiration, pride and respect.

Dear Patti, We are overjoyed and happy on your law school graduation. Continue in Poppy’s footsteps. With pride and love, Nana Anne & Poppy Wally.

Congratulations on graduation day
When you come home, into our foyer
We’ll hug and kiss our beautiful “Lawyer”.

Darling Lori, Congratulations on reaching a new milestone in your life. We can remember when a three year old expressed her desire to become an attorney. With a sense of pride and joy, we extend our best wishes and hopes for your continued success, good health in your chosen profession and life in general. You will be a great asset to the legal profession. Love, Mom, Dad, Melissa and Eric, Michael, Bryan, Skylar, & Jordana.

Adrienne, from the time you were little, through your years in the college senate, we knew you had the capability to be an attorney. May your perseverance and diligence lead you to happiness and success. We knew you could do it. Love Mom, Joseph and Liz.

Patti, We wish you a lifetime filled with health and happiness. You have made us very proud and as you follow your dreams we are behind you. With pride for all you’ve done, With love for all you are, Congratulations, Mom, Dad, Robyn & Eric.

My Dear Audrey, Congratulations! You’ve worked hard, and you deserve it. We all wish you the very best of luck. God bless you. Mom & Family.

To Steven Hadley — Knew you could do it! Lots of love and luck. We’re all proud of you! Mom, Dad, Carol, Glen, Nancy, Sandi, Jay.

Congratulations Daddy (William James Tinsley) We love you. Ola & Ashley.

Congratulations and love to Patti Lipp, my oldest and beautiful granddaughter. May you have life’s best as you deserve. Nana Frieda Lipp.

Congratulations Carolyn from Steve, Mom and Dad, Bryan and Mike, Lori, Drew and Evan.

Congratulations Debbie! We are all so very proud. Now can “Paddington & Paddington, Ltd.” be far behind, or even someday those black robes. You always did look good in black. With our best wishes and love, Mom, Dad, Lori & Dougal.

Dear Marna, Just as time knew to move on since the beginning, and the seasons know exactly when to change, I'll be loving you always. Mitch.

Elizabeth, hard work really does pay off. I am really proud of you on your law school graduation. I hope you get all of life’s rewards. I love you always, Joe.

To Keith Furer and the Class of 1992. Congratulations and Best Wishes upon the occasion of your graduation. Good luck in launching your legal career. From your favorite clients, with much love, Mom and Dad, Cara and David, Grandma Essie, Grandpa Sid and Grandma Lilly.

To Patti Lipp: The best lawyer you’ll be. No one will compare. We wish you the best. Love Helayne, Bob, Mariisa & Blair. Love You!!
"Consider what you think justice requires, and decide accordingly. But never give your reasons, for your judgement will probably be right, but your reasons will certainly be wrong." Lord Mansfield 1705-1793. Advice to a newly appointed Colonial Governor ignorant in the law. Jean Spejenkowski.

Oh Patti
Sometime you get shown the light
In the strangest of places if you
Look at it right
Wishing you only happiness, The Bermans

Dear John, Congratulations! We are all proud of you this day, as all yesterdays and for all tomorrows. Love Dad, Mom, Dianna James, and Joyce.

To Michael Stafford,

The Impossible Dream

And I know, if I'll only be true
to this glorious quest,
that my heart will lie peaceful and calm,
when I'm laid to rest,
And the world will be better for this;
That one man scorned and covered with scars,
still strove with his last ounce of courage,
to reach the unreachable stars.

lyrics by Joe Darion.

This is our dream come true together!
I love you and I'm very proud of you!
Lisa.

How may years of Law school???

Dreams come true

Hooray! No more tuition! Congratulations! Mommy, Papa, Dominic, Aunts Minnie, Anoinettes C, B & V, Helen, Uncles Anselmo, Ralph, Antonio, Vito, Cousins Joann, Gilda, Janet, Billy, Anselmo, Anthony, Ralph, Gina, Elen, Anthony Maria, Ciara, Lisa, Robert, Lorella & Dominic, etc.

To our Daughter, Meryl Ann Lutsky, Congratulations, We wish you continued success and the fulfillment of all your dreams. We Love you. Mom and Dad.

Rachael:

K → 3 + 4
→ 6 + 7 → 9 + 10 →
12 = C

C4+G3=J. D.

Congratulations on a well executed formula for success! Love Mom, Dad, & Steve.

Congratulations to Eric Hatzimemos and the Class of 1992 from Mr. and Mrs. Aristides Hatzimemos.
Joseph Michael, Congratulations, words cannot express our admiration for you. With hard work, dedication and a dream, you earned your law degree while maintaining a full time position. You are wonderful! God Bless you with happiness success. We love you, Mom and Dad.

Dear Eileen, Congratulations on your accomplishment. We are all very proud of you. Happiness always. Love, Dad, Mom, Ann, Mike, Donna, Brian, Jennifer, & Ashley.

I have not achieved this alone. Thanks to my family and friends for all their help. If my father was alive, I know he would be proud. Bradley Braut.

Maris — We’re all proud of you. “Alla Famiglia”

Bruce, We love you. Kitty, Claire, and Devon.

Patti Lipp — May you always have your share of the best and use your new profession to amplify the will of G-d. DAH-VEED.

Mark Boltz, Even when you thought you wouldn’t make it . . . I always knew you would.

Love, Grandma.

Dear Ken, may the future be a reflection of your accomplishments over the year . . . Good luck and happiness in whatever you pursue. God’s blessings be with you always. Congratulations and Best Wishes to the Class of 1992!

Love, Mom & Dad

Dear Ken, may the future be a reflection of your accomplishments over the year . . . Good luck and happiness in whatever you pursue. God’s blessings be with you always. Congratulations and Best Wishes to the Class of 1992!

Love, Mom & Dad

Dearest Larry, You’ve given us immense pride, joy happiness, warmth, “nachas” and love. Congratulations! Tavora, Dad, Mom, Paul, Robin, David, Jeff, Laurie, Gram, & Bubby.

Patti Lipp — May you always have your share of the best and use your new profession to amplify the will of G-d.

DAH-VEED.

Mark Boltz, Even when you thought you wouldn’t make it . . . I always knew you would.

Love, Grandma.

Bonnie: You can be proud of your dedication and hard work. As you look to the future, there is no doubt in the minds and hearts of those who know you that your life will be filled with many more successes. Congratulations, your Loving Family.


To Michael Stafford,

MY HEART LEAPS UP
My heart leaps up when I behold
A rainbow in the sky:
So was it when my life began;
So is it now I am a man;
So be it when I shall grow old,
Or let me die!
The CHILD is Father of the Man;
and I could wish my days to be,
bound to each by natural piety.

From: William Wordsworth
Your Mother
Your Father
Your Sister
Your Brother

We love you and thank you for sharing this special experience in your life with us.

The "best" to David and the '92 class.
The Bonomo Family.

Dear Joe San Filippo, Be just and kind. Congratulations! Your Family.

Congratulations to our daughter, Elissa Sue Glenn, and her fellow graduates of the Class of 1992. We applaud her hard work and dedication. The Glenn Family.


To Marissa Escurra-Dubiel, Congratulations to the FIRST lawyer in the family! Your accomplishments have made us proud! Love always, Dad, Mom and Monica.

Dear Marna, Congratulations! We knew you could do it. Much Love & Luck, Bunny, Len, Sherry, Marcia, Bruce, Amanda & Sarah.
You have one life
Live it well
Live it honestly
Congratulations
Erik.
Arlene and Dana

Dear Marna, Because you wanted it,
because you worked hard and long,
because you achieved, we are sooo
proud. Bee's we love you.
Mom & Dad.

Thanks to everyone who took pictures
or contributed photographs for the
Yearbook.

To Connie Papavasilious: To my cute wife who put up through law school to please me
and who still puts up with my everyday hectic schedule I would like to say thank you.
Thank you for being so patient, persistent, and understanding. Second, I would
emphatically like to say that life is beautiful if only we do not disturb the essence of
each other's happiness. Congratulations on your achievement!

Love from your husband Sadek.

Dearest Connie, May tomorrow
hold all the opportunities for you to reach the goals
you've set. Congratulations on your graduation. We love you.
Your Mother, Chrisos & Ginger.

What to be or not to be?

You're amazing
You're changing the
world without even
thinking about it.
You're not just
doing what you
were expected to
do.
Not you.
You're doing what
you wanted to do —
what you dared to
do — what you
dreamed to do.

Elizabeth, you've made us very proud
and it is our sincerest wish for your
HAPPINESS AND SUCCESS.

Love Mom & Dad.

To my partners in
crime: We survived 1st year
and now we're actually
graduating! I couldn't
have done it without you Boobie.
Love Always,
Valerie.

Our Dearest Phillip: Congratulations on
all your Great Awards. We wish you
from our hearts future success. Alen
Aristevin!

We Love You, Your Family.
J.R. — You’re it! Me ... SW — We survived 3 years — PL ... SS,CS,TG,SM,RC — From 1st to 3rd & now we’re coming into home — PL ... KF — Here’s to Furier & Lipp Famous Entertainment Lawyers — PL ... Mom & Dad — Thanks for everything — Patti ... MG — Congrats & good luck love PL ... JSB ... MS, Culver & Bardley? ... Kesner: Scalya? ... To the section A ladies from Stan’s: I’ll miss you all! Let’s go to law school again real soon — Just kidding! — RS ... Amy — You’re a great friend! Thanx 4 being there! Love Dani ... Mom & Dad — Any time you are ready with that ch 19! Hal Thanks for being such supportive and loving parents! Love Dani ... Joan, Serena, Cathy — Luv you all! ... Jim — Thanx 4 bleeping in me & being so patient-D ... P.L., HH always — KSF... C.S. My Buddy — Relax KSF ... A.G. A true Pal KSF ... P.L. Always Here KSF ... KNL For the best roommate — the best of luck in everything you do. V.L.W ... J.G.L. — Of the treasures I take with me from this school, the most precious by far is your love — your future wife ... Elisa — I guess an eagle needs a left wing too — Rich ... My MBA We did it! Thanx! Let’s hit the beach! Love, your JD ... Perry — Thank you so much for your hours of invaluable help & support. I couldn’t have done it without you! Brenna ... Sharon — Thanks for making it bareable PS ... Robin — You’re the best! I’ll miss you! Shadow! ... TURKEY!!! Gobble-Gobble ... Janice — The cream always rises to the top — You Did — Thanks for everything — Rich ... It’s always a great day to be an American ... Party on Lisa! ... To my Big Kahoona, I love you. Thanks for your encouragement and your love without it I could not have made it. Love always Rhea ... To Prof. Quintin Johnstone — You are a true educator. Thank you Class of ’92 ... M.R. — See you on the Supreme Court — Robolawyer ... To my true companion — To the start of our careers, and the beginning of a wonderful life together. I love you deeply — E.M.B ... To Philip, Sinharitiria, Good luck kal yia haral Connie ... To Hazovioulo, Ti Na Sou Po. Apo Pou Narti, To Siriaki mak thimase, Plaka. We hazovioulo poli orasese kal thimase ta notes mas sitis taxis? Sou elhome to kaitero. Me agape. Connie, to allo Hazovioulo. Lipon min aperipizeze, esi brirobe kal egho miami-NY. Mantis elisa? ... To Sia, sinharitiria. Connie ... To Lydia, congratulations and good luck couz! Connie ...